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Lego hero factory breakout

There are 17357 items in the Brickset database. Members of Brickset have written 36643 defined reviews. 10118 members have entered in the last 24 hours, 21535 in the last 7 days, 36444 in the last month. 689 people have joined this week. There are now 216962 members. Among us had 27,473,907 sets worth at least US$826,385,900 and contained
8,119,992,107 pieces. If you have LEGO news, a new picture, or something else to tell us, send us a message. If you have a lot to tell us, use this contact form. Frequently Asked Questions | About Brickset | Privacy and Cookies | Affiliate Marketing Disclosure | Site Map | Contact Us LEGO, the LEGO logo, Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are
trademarks of the Lego Group of Companies. ©2020 The LEGO Group. Brickset, the Brickset logo and all content not covered by The LEGO Group's copyright are, unless otherwise stated, ©1997-2020 Brickset ltd. Breakout is the eighth and ninth episode of Hero Factory television. Synopsis part 1 In Hero Factory, William Furno and Daniel Rocka deliver
Voltix to his isolation cell in Villain Storage. Rocka noted that with the new Upgrade they gave him it was almost too easy when Furno noticed the Black Hole Orb Staff. Voltix then releases the Von Nebula entity and destroys the staff, creating a black hole that releases the villain's keys and allows them all to escape. Voltix then shouts for them to leave and
Preston Stormer, Mark Surge, Jimi Stringer and Nathan Evo enter the vault and team up with Furno and Rocka to fight off criminals fleeing through a black hole. Surge tries to convince the criminals to return to their cells, but is ruled out by Rotor, Witch Doctor and a group of Fangz, Raw-Jaw and Scorpio. Furno then meets Toxic Reapa and drops him, but he
runs away. Stringer then fights Splitface and throws him aside, but Rocka fails to catch Waspix. Witch Doctor, Raw-Jaw and Scorpio run and Voltix surprises Rocka with his Volt Blaster, revealing he tricked Rocka into catching him. Rocka then tries to help Stringer with his Energy Shield, but they are repulsed by the Fire Lord and Jetbug. Surge is defeated by
Meltdown and stormer faces Jawblade. Evo then attempts to clear the Fire Lord, Jetbug and Meltdown into a black hole, but the Stormer stops him. Jawblade, Shaman and Voltix then escape into a black hole and close it. The Heroes are then ordered to head to Mission Control, and Furno offers Evo advice (and then accidentally enters the door). Meanwhile,
Black Phantom enters the building with his pet Arachnix Drone... Nathaniel tell all heroes that this is the worst crisis Hero Factory has ever faced: every villian in their custody has escaped! Fortunately, they have tracker chips in the villains and the Heroes are forced to go individually to recapture the villain with the new Hero Cuff. Störmer Störmer enhanced
with Ultra Mach Speed Cycle and Drone Scout to chase Speeda Demon, Furno is equipped with a jetpack and Harpoon to help him fight jawblade, Evo is given anti-toxic armor and Plasma Pistol to help him fight Toxic Reapa, Surge is given an Electric Shooter to fight Splitface, and Stringer is given a Mega Decibel Sound Blaster to help him fight Voltix and
Heroes launch in however, Rocka stays behind for safety reasons. Daniella Capricorn then reports on the Heroes chasing the bad guys. The Stormer chases the Speeda Demon in Kollix IV and soon learns he's heading for the Stellar Navigation Beacon at the planet's north pole so he can rob an unsuspecting spacecraft. He then knocks Speeda Demon off his
Nitro Rocket Motorbike, but he backs off and deals with the Stormer from behind. At Z'chaya, Evo finds a cocoon filled with something and contacts Furno asking for advice on the weather he has to destroy the cocoon and Furno advises him not to, as he can accidentally release them. Toxic Reapa then appears and Evo's cuffs are also unable to find Reapa
and Evo. In Tansari VI, Stringer tries to find Voltix and finds him stealing energy storage cells to make the best electric weapon. The cuffs are shorted and don't go back to Stringer. Voltix then attacks him from anywhere and becomes difficult for Stringer to find Voltix. In Scylla, Furno searches for Jawblade, praising his advice to Evo when Jawblade finds him.
He then activates the Magma Blades and his Furno realizes that Hero Cuffs is not designed to work underwater and Jawblade drops them, attacking him. At Sigma Sigma Communications Satellite, Surge realized Splitface was trying to make a very large meteor hit the satellite and chased after it, only to find it arguing with itself about the weather to use the
Shredding Claw or Infecticide Cannon to destroy it. Surge then tries to catch Splitface, but fails. Stormer chases after Speeda Demon and sets his Surveillance Drone against him, but he reveals he's using it as a way to slow him down enough to get ahead of him. Stringer is then attacked by Voltix and suddenly finds his Hero Cuffs and shoots him with his
Sound Blaster, reclaiming the cuffs. However, Voltix shoots him with his Volt Shooter and makes him helpless. Surge falls into the shield, but he grabs his Hero's Cufflinks and uses his Electric Shooter to chase after Splitface, but he is stunned by the Splitface Infection Cannon and then falls into a meteor by Splitface's Shredding Claw. Meanwhile, at Hero
Factory, Zib realizes that no criminals are hiding after escaping, they are just to various schemes as if they were part of some coordination, larger plan. Aratnix Drones then appear everywhere and trap the Mission Manager inside the cell. Black Phantom then reveals breakout is just so he can sneak into the building and lock it. Rocka then realizes that she's
locked up. Phantom then turned on the failsafe shield and Daniella Capricon reported it. Section 2 Rocka, locked in the Criminal Storage Unit, called Zib asking if anything was wrong, but he claimed they were just running a core breach exercise. Rocka couldn't believe it and headed to the elevator shaft using her Crossbow. In Z'chaya, Evo is poisoned by
Toxic Reapa and Reapa defeats him. In Scylla, Jawblade discovers what he's looking for: Pure Oxidium and furno armor rust. In Tanseri VI, Stringer's Hero Core is recharged and he continues to fight, using energy cells to absorb Voltix's power. At Sigma Sigma Communications Satellite, Surge broke the meteor in half, but it was still heading for the satellite
and it was out of range, forcing it to fight Splitface. In Kollix IV, Stormer was buried in ice. Back at Hero Factory, Rocka manages to gain access to a limited frequency and contacts Zib, and Zib tells him what's going on. Rocka then reveals she knows where the override control for the failsafe shield is: at the Akiyama Makuro intersection and she is suddenly
alerted by motion sensors. Phantom then sends an elevator that sends Rocka down and traps him with Aratnix. He then reveals his plan: steal the plans for the Hero Factory so that he can create his own army and then destroy their factory so that there will be no Heroes left to oppose them. Zib claims Quaza will recognize his crimes, but Phantom reveals he
is supported by Anti-Quaza and uses them to shut down the Mission Manager. Rocka jumped around the Training Sphere and was unable to contact Zib and then ran to Mr. Makuhero's intersection. At Sigma Sigma Communications Satellite, Surge shocked Splitface and used it as a weapon to destroy the meteor before taking it away. Furno is still rusting on
Scylla and Evo tries to call him for advice again, but he is busy and says he just needs to make a choice and go for it and Evo does, handcuffing Toxic Reapa. Furno then uses his Hero Core to defeat the Oxidium effect and uses his Harpoon to capture Jawblade. On Kollix IV, Stormer escapes from the ice and then handcuffs Speeda Demon to his bike,
causing him to fall and allowing him to be summoned by Furno, informing him that no one can contact Hero Factory and they are on their way to retrieve Hero Craft. Stringer then realized that all the energy cells absorbed Voltix's power and then handcuffed him, removing the plugs. Rocka uses his Harpoon to complete the drone and then enters the quarter,
realizing Makuro is locking his door with Team Alpha 1 returns and Daniella Capricorn tricks Phantom into thinking no Hero is coming back and Rocka turns off the failsafe shield, allowing them to enter and find Rocka. Rocka then reveals himself as an undercover agent from the Hero Scout Team and they confront the Phantom in Tower. Stormer, Furno,
Surge and Evo destroy Aratnix and Rocka knocks Razor Sabre Staff's Mace Phantom away from him. Evo then orders Rocka to connect more Phantoms and Rocka does not. Phantom can't handle a chain reaction and collapses, allowing Rocka to handcuff him. Evo then explains that he is sure separating the Black Phantom will leave him to destroy the Hero
Factory, but increasing his power will make him unable to overcome it. Stringer then returns, explaining he can't remember where he parked his Hero Pod and was delayed. Daniella says some Heroes have returned as Thresher and other Heroes are back with XPlode, but hundreds more remain in general. Rocka later explained that he was ordered to stay
behind to investigate the Staff Black Hole Orb, and he concluded the criminal wanted to be placed inside the Hero Factory as part of a larger plan. Makuhero arrives and explains Breakout is just a nuisance to keep them busy and Zib explains that Black Phantom sent a file containing plans for Hero Factory to an unknown destination and whoever sent Black
Phantom now knows how to do what they do. In a small black location, the villain (possibly Von Nebula) unlocks the file. Heroes Villains Minor character Weapon Trivia The reason infected creatures are in captivity is because LEGO doesn't have another 3D model for the show and has to recycle that from Savage Planet. Prior to their new upgrades Stormer,
Furno, and Stringer were relegated back to their 2.0 design perhaps to use their blaster rather than the melee weapon used in 3.0. Stormer never used a weapon equipped with him except his ice drone. Furno's weapon can't shoot because being underwater makes him useless with the exception of his spear. Although Furno super charges his core to remove
rust, he still retains rust marks on his armor. In a brain attack everything is gone. Fault Part hooks from Surge's Ice Spear Blaster are reversed from the actual position. When the Heroes see the damage pit. The hook returns to its original position. Stormer's shot saw the damage hole show his back losing its armor shield. Shots fired when Stormer said Uh
showed him missing his right ice drone in the shoulder. This was shown in the next shot when Stormer said Catch him and cuff him, I love him. It.
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